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CONTRIBUTORS


Michael Carlson is a graduate of the University of Iowa and a recipient of a fellowship from the Bucknell Seminar for Younger Poets. He lives in Brooklyn, NY.

Gary Duehr lives in Boston, where he is a photographer and visual arts critic. In 2001, he received an NEA Poetry Fellowship. His collections of poetry are Winter Light (Four Way Books, 1999) and Where Everyone Is Going To (St. Andrews College Press, 1999). His work has appeared in journals including Agni, American Literary Review, and Iowa Review.

Carol Frith co-edits Ekphrasis with her husband, Laverne. Her work appears in Many Mountains Moving, Borderlands, The Chariton Review, Baltimore Review, and Faultline, among others. A three-time finalist for the Howard Nemerov Sonnet Award, she studied languages at the University of California at Davis.

Brandi Homan received her M.A. from the University of Illinois at Chicago. Her poems have appeared in Yemassee, The Lyric, Inner Weather, and Marble Bag.

George McCormick spent a few years in Missoula, attending the University of Montana. Since then he has been washing dishes and splitting his time between Cooke City, MT and Madison, WI.
Mông-Lan is a visual artist and writer whose first book of poems, Song of the Cicadas, won the 2000 Juniper Prize. Recent poems appear in New American Writing, jubilat, Fence, North American Review, and the Pushcart Prize Anthology XXIV, among others. She received her M.F.A. from the University of Arizona, Tucson.

Bonnie Nelson was born and raised, a logger’s daughter, at the foot of the Olympic Mountains on the Quillayute Prairie where she still lives with her husband and children, three mules and a pastel of German Jagdterriers. Her poems have appeared in The Bellingham Review, Cedar Rock, The Christian Science Monitor, and the Kansas Quarterly, among others.

Amy Stuber received her PhD from the University of Kansas and has spent the last three years teaching writing and literature at Haskell Indian Nations University. Her most recent fiction appears in The Santa Monica Review and The Antioch Review.

Anthony Wallace lives and works near Atlantic City where he was a casino supervisor for many years. He traded a life of moneyed disaffection for one of impoverished engagement at Boston University’s Creative Writing Program. His work appears in the Florida Review, the Atlanta Review, New Millennium Writings, Sou’wester, and River Styx. He is currently an English instructor at Atlantic Cape Community College.

Eliot Khalil Wilson teaches writing and literature at the University of Alabama. His poems have appeared in APR, Ploughshares, The Journal, and Carolina Quarterly, among others.

After incarnations as a dry cleaning attendant, a pizza deliverer, an art teacher, and an innkeeper, Mike Wright is now an assemblage artist who has exhibited work in Japan, New York, Provincetown, Missoula, and throughout Montana. The works that appear here are from her current series Impressions of the West.
Guidelines for Artists and Writers

*CutBank* is interested in art, poetry, and fiction of high quality and serious intent. We regularly print work by both well-known and previously unpublished artists. All manuscripts are considered for the Richard Hugo Memorial Poetry Award and the A. B. Guthrie, Jr. Short Fiction Award.

- We accept submissions from August 15 until March 15. Deadline for the spring issue is November 15; deadline for the fall issue is March 15.
- Include a stamped, self-addressed envelope for response or return of submitted material.
- Manuscripts must be typed or letter-quality printout, double-spaced, and paginated. Your name should appear on each page. We encourage the use of paper clips rather than staples.
- Fiction writers should submit only one story at a time, no longer than 40 pages. Poets may submit up to 5 poems at one time.
- Artists and photographers may submit up to 5 works at one time. Send slides or reproductions only; do not send original art.
- If a piece has been submitted simultaneously to another publication, please let us know.
- Please address all submissions to the appropriate editor—poetry, fiction, or art—at the following address:

  *CutBank*
  Department of English
  University of Montana
  Missoula, MT 59812

[www.umt.edu/cutbank](http://www.umt.edu/cutbank)
An invitation to subscribe to

CUTBANK

Montana's premier literary magazine
Published twice yearly

1 year only $12.00 ____
2 years only $22.00 ____
Back issues: ________________

Back issues are $4.00 each (except CutBank 40, which is $6.00)

Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City _______________ State _____ Zip _______

Please mail order form to:

CutBank Subscriptions
Department of English
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
We’re throwing a party and you are invited. Join keynote speaker Joyce Carol Oates and special guests Marilyn Hacker and Greg Johnson as we celebrate *Prairie Schooner* ’s 75 years of continuous publication. Readings by a host of illustrious *Prairie Schooner* authors, and panels and lectures exploring the state of literary magazines and the creative writing community at the beginning of this new millennium. And that’s just the conference! Come to Nebraska next fall to help us celebrate; we may be 75, but we’re still in shape to stay up late.

*Prairie Schooner*

75th Anniversary Celebration and Conference
October 12-13, 2001
Lincoln, Nebraska

For more information, contact Kate Flaherty at
*Prairie Schooner*
201 Andrews Hall
Lincoln, NE 68588-0334
(402) 472-0495
schooner75th@aol.com
Consistency

William H. Gass
Marilyn Hacker
Amiri Baraka
Adrienne Su
John Knoepfle
Judith Ortiz Cofer
William Jay Smith
Carolyn Kizer
Gerald Early
Maxine Kumin
Anton Chekhov
Edwidge Danticat

Complexity . . .

It’s amazing.

Join our family of subscribers:
$17 one year; $28 two years (4 / yr.)
5101 Rockhill Road
University of Missouri-Kansas City
Kansas City, Mo. 64110
"Quarterly West is among a select few literary magazines consistently publishing work of interest to us."
Charles Scribner's Sons

Ai
Agha Shahid Ali
David Baker
Jeanne Marie Beaumont
Christopher Buckley
Fred Chappell
Alan Cheuse
H. E. Francis
Patricia Goedicke
Albert Goldbarth
T. R. Hummer
Rodney Jones
Allison Joseph
Philip Levine
Larry Levis
William Matthews
Beauvais McCaddon
Lynne McMahon
Antonya Nelson
Lucia Perillo
Jan Ramjerdi
Bin Ramke
Maurya Simon
Sherod Santos
Gary Soto
Nance Van Winckel
Gordon Weaver
Charles Harper Webb
Bruce Weigl
David Wojahn
Robert Wrigley
Paul Zimmer


Sponsors of a biennial novella competition since 1982.

Subscriptions:
1 year (2 issues) $12.00
2 years (4 issues) $21.00
Single issues $7.50

Quarterly West
University of Utah
200 S Central Campus Dr, Rm 317
Salt Lake City UT 84112-9109
Black Warrior Review
University of Alabama
http://www.sa.ua.edu/osm/bwr

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
☐ 1 year subscription $14
☐ 2 year subscription $26

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City/State/Zip ______________________

Send check & order form to: P.O. Box 862936 Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35486

Barry Hannah
John Barth
C.D. Wright
Noy Holland
Yusef Komunyakaa
Janet Burroway
W.S. Merwin
Billy Collins
Nicole Cooley
James Baker Hall
Tomaz Salamun
Nancy Eimers
and more...

Fiction
Poetry
Essays
Reviews
Interviews
Photography
"GMR is solid, handsome, comprehensive."  
- Literary Magazine Review

"GMR... has a strong record of quality work...many exciting new voices."  
- Library Journal

"GMR possesses character, vision and energy...The production is beautiful and the space crisp and clear."  
- Magazine Rack

"One of the most beautifully done literary magazines, GMR spins an aura of creative energy, artful diversity, and thematic unity throughout its presentation."  
- Home Planet News

GMR’s 10th anniversary issue is a “jam-packed treasure-trove for poetry devotees...a spell-binding project that will entice the knowledgeable and enthrall the novice.”  
- Small Magazine Review

---

**Best American Poetry – 1997**

**Pushcart Prize – 1998**

$8.50/current issue  $14/one-year subscription  $21/two-year subscription

Make out check or money order to GMR and send to:

Green Mountains Review, Johnson State College, Johnson, VT 05656
THE LYRIC ESSAY
A Special Issue of Seneca Review
Highlighting the Intersections Between Poetry and Nonfiction
Now Available as a Book

Please send me _____ copies of THE LYRIC ESSAY at $7.00 each.
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Robert Abel
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Jesse Lee Kercheval
Lisel Mueller
D. Nurkse
Naomi Shihab Nye
Jonathan Penner
Donald Revell
Alberto Rios
Michael Van Walleghen
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS:
ONE YEAR (TWO ISSUES), $11.50
TWO YEARS (FOUR ISSUES), $20.00
SPECIAL: SAMPLE ISSUE, $5.50

WILLOW SPRINGS

Eastern Washington University
705 W. 1st Avenue, MS - 1
Spokane, WA 99201
The Sewanee Review

A beacon for American letters since 1892

$20 per year • $25 outside U.S. • MasterCard and Visa accepted

735 University Avenue • Sewanee TN 37383 • 931-598-1246
THE LYRIC ESSAY
A Special Issue of Seneca Review
Highlighting the Intersections Between Poetry and Nonfiction
Now Available as a Book

Please send me ______ copies of THE LYRIC ESSAY at $7.00 each.

Make check payable to Seneca Review and mail orders to Seneca Review, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Geneva, NY 14456.

Name_____________________

Address__________________________________________
Fig. 7.1 Contemplating Life After Washington